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Cai Cun Xiong  
Cai Gao Gang ???
Chua He An Cai He An ???
Chua Hui Seng Cai Hui Sheng ???
????????????  
?????????? ???
Tan Kah Kee Chen Jia Geng ???
Tan Lark Sye Chen Liu Shi ???
????????? 





Tan Cheng Lock (Tun Sir) Chen Zhen Lu ???
????????????? ?







Ko Teck Kin Gao De Gen ???
Gao En ??
Gong Bo 
Ku Hung Ting Gu Hong Ting  
Kon Voon Sem Guan Wen Sen ???
Guang Ming ??
Guo Rui Ren ???
Quek Sin Guo Xin ??
He Jia Yu ???
Ho Lai Eng (?) He Li Ying ???
Ho Ju Khoon He Ru Qun ???
He Xiang Ning ???
153PERSONAL NAMES
Ang Shih Shih Hong Si Si 
Aw Kow Hu Jiao ??
??? ????? ???
Aw Boon Haw Hu Wen Hu ???
?????????? ???
Hoo Ah Kay Hu Ya Ji  
??????????? ???
????????? ???




Ng Aik Huan Huang Yi Huan ???
Chiang Kai-shek Jiang Jie Shi ???
Kua Bak Lim Ke Mu Lin  
???????? 
Kuang Kuo Hsiong Kuang Guo Xiang  
???????????? ???
?????????? ???
Lee Kong Chian Li Guang Qian ???
???????????? ????????????  
??????????? ???
?????????? ???
Lee Kim Chuan Li Jin Quan ???
Lee Khoon Choy Li Jiong Cai ???
Li Leung Kie Li Liang Qi  
Li Neng Geng ???
Li Poay Keng Li Pei Qiong ???
Li Qing ??
Li Shi Qiao ???
Lee Tiat Min Li Tie Min ???
Li Wei Gang ???
Lee Wee Nam Li Wei Nan ???
Lee Hau Sik (Tun Sir) Li Xiao Shi ???
Li Xun ??
Lee Chin Tian Li Zhen Dian ???
Lin Bing Yin ???
Lim Lian Geok Lin Lian Yu ???
Lim Keng Lian Lin Qing Nian ???
??????????????  
Lim Boon Keng (Dr.) Lin Wen Qing ???











???????? ?? ???????????  
??????????? ???






Khoo Shin Min Qiu Xin Min  
?????????????? ???????????? ???
??????????????? ??????????????  





Sun Yat-sen (Dr.) Sun Yi Xian ???
?(Sun Mun) ?(Sun Wen) ?????
?(Sun Chung-shan) ?(Sun Zhong Shan) ?? ???
T’ien Eng Seng Tian Ying Cheng  
Heng Pek Koon Wang Bi Jun ?
Wang Can Bao  
Wang Gung Wu Wang Geng Wu  
Ong Kiat Soo Wang Ji Shi ???
Ong Keng Seng Wang Jing Cheng ???
Wang Li Shen  
Wang Mo Ren ???
Wang Ting Jun ???
Wang Siow Nan Wang Xiu Nan  
Ong Guan Hin Wang Yuan Xing ???
Wu Paak Shing (Dr.) Wu Bo Sheng ???
Wu Feng ??
Ngow Wah Wu Hua ??
Wu Li 
Wu Sheng Yu ???




Cheah See Kian Xie Shi Jian  
Cheah Boon Kheng Xie Wen Qing  
Xie Yi Jian ???
Xin Hua 
?????????? 
Hsu Meng Hsiung Xu Meng Xiong ???
?????? ??
Hsue Yung Shu Xue Yong Shu ???
?????????? ???
Yong C. F. Yang Jin Fa  
Yeo Kim Wah Yang Jin Hua  
??????? 
??????? 
Eu Chooi Yip Yu Zhu Ye ???
Zeng Rong Long  
Cheong Choo Kun Zhang Chu Kun  b
?????? ??????? ???
Teo Chin Seng Zhang Qin Sheng ???
????????????????  
????????????? ???
Cheong Yoke Choy Zhang Yu Cai ???
???????????????? ???
Tay Koh Yat Zheng Gu Yue ???
Cheng Tien Hsi Zheng Tian Xi ???
Teh Sin Kwang Zheng Xin Guang  
Zhong Heng 
Zhou Enlai ???
Zhou Nan Jing  
Chew Pei Ching (?) Zhou Pei Zhuang  
Chow Yam Peng Zhou Yang Bin  
Zhu Qi Zhuo ??? c
Chuang Hui Chuan Zhuang Hui Quan ???
Zhuang Xi Quan ???
a In Lee Khoon Choy the Chinese characters? ???are used for ??? ?
b In Lee Khoon Choy the Chinese characters? ?? are used for  ?
c In Lee Khoon Choy the Chinese characters? ???are used for ??? ?
Local Romanization Pinyin
